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Please visit the Astrologers Notes webpage for more information about these notes. This software is
only for Astrologers. You need to have some basic understanding of Vedic Astrology to understand
these notes. If you are new to astrology, I recommend that you get a college book of Vedic Astrology
first before trying this software. You can add a lot of personal information to each card, including
birth date, birth time, time of day, date of birth and time of birth. You may also add an address, city,
state, country, time zone and more. This is one of the very powerful features of the Cards of Truth
software. You can use this to study individual birth charts. Or you can use this to make a card for
your friend or partner that has the latest date of birth, time of birth, date of birth and birth time. You
may also enter the time of birth on the desktop using the clock on your computer. I found it
interesting that the person who developed the software used a variety of sources of information to
insure the quality and accuracy of this program. I found the software very attractive and unique and
felt that it had great potential. The price is also reasonable for a professional program.- Chris
Wenner- Limber, astrologer The software is not easy to use, but it is very powerful and shows results
that I had not seen from other systems I have used. The results and the interpretations are very
accurate and powerful. I found the interface to be extremely easy to use. I have used it
professionally for several years and I have had great results. The only drawback I have found is that
it is not easy to print from a web browser. I have been able to use a wireless printer for this purpose.
It is a small setback and not a significant drawback.- A siddha yogakara- celestisia
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In this video I will be showing you how to fix kala and dharmic interferences in the natal chart. 1.
Select "Panchamrut Granthamkaram" as the granthamkaram. 2. Select "Fast Vedic Calendar" as the

calendar. 3. Then check the Kala and Dharmic messages. 4. Mark the Ascendant, Asc. lord,
atmakaraka and dasamsa that require adjustment. 5. Click on "Fix" 5.0. Select "Vedic Astrology

Suite" and specify "Fix Astrological Interference" as the search criteria. 2. Select "Fix Astrological
Interference". 3. Select the Ascendant, Asc. lord, atmakaraka and dasamsa that requires fixing. 4.
Click on "Fix Astrological Interference" 4.0. Select "Schedule Tester". 5. Check the items that are

selected then click "Fix". 6. The fixing is done! The score will be given as a number, in this case, it
will be 1. You can choose any other granthamkarams and calendars to check the fixes. If a chart

does not have dharmic or kala interference, there will be no scoring for that chart. In those cases,
please do not assume that the fixing is good unless you see the corresponding phases in other

charts. Thanks for watching! The free version of this software has a limit on number of astrological
data points that are used to calculate the strength of the kala vedha. For example, if there are only 8

deci muhurtha of dasamsa dhatus and it is calculated using this software, there will be a good
chance of getting accurate results. However, if you have a chart with 17 deci muhurtha of dasamsa

dhatus and you want to calculate the exact score for the kala vedha, then you can upgrade for
265.00. The general assessment of kala and dharmic interference depends upon the number of deci
muhurthas of dasamsa dhatus (or navamsa Dhatu) in the chart. If you want to see the exact counts
and placement of the dasamsa dhatus, you can look at the echart provided below. The higher the

numbers, the less accurate the application of kala and dharmic codes is likely to be. By default, my
software checks the kala vedha scores for each deci muhurtha of the dasamsa dhatus. The more

deci muhurthas you have, the more accurate the application of the kala and dharmic codes will be.
There are many charts that have dasamsa dhatus of more than 50 decimuhurtha and some where
they are up to 100 decimuhurtha. This is why I recommend that you purchase the full version to fix

the kala and dharmic interferences, depending on the numbers of decimuhurthas of dasamsa dhatus
in the chart. 5ec8ef588b
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